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Abstract 

 

The World Wide Web (WWW) has grown into a rich repository of information. The vast amount of 

data on the web however would require the users to be skilled in querying generic information 

retrieval (GIR) systems to meet their information need. This is further complicated by various 

noises on the web such as spam and advertisement. Personalized information retrieval (PIR) 

systems have the potential to meet users’ information need effectively and efficiently. This paper 

focuses on the user profiling (UP) aspect of PIR systems as it would directly determine the system’s 

ability to address the users’ information need. With the high adoption of web 2.0 systems among 

the users of the web, web 2.0 systems proved to be an important source of user information for 

improvement in user profiling. One of such systems is collaborative tagging systems otherwise 

known as folksonomy. This paper explores the information potential of folksonomy systems in 

improving user profilers. A case study of the Delicious social bookmarking system was conducted 

to explore temporal elements of folksonomy which is neglected in previous approaches to improve 

the performance of user profilers. We conclude that folksonomy systems have the information 

potential to enhance the performance of user profilers. 
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Introduction 

 

Users constantly find themselves in need for 

information in today’s world; the World 

Wide Web (WWW) is the biggest repository 

of information available to the public. The 

vast amount of information on the WWW 

however makes the retrieval of particular 

information in the need of the users difficult. 

Thus, generic information retrieval (GIR) 

systems have been developed to assist the 

users. GIR systems were extremely successful 

in meeting the users’ information need. The 

ever increasing amount of information 

coupled with the high amount of noise on the 

web however would require the users to 

have IR skills in obtaining the required 

information such as query formulation as 

well as some knowledge in the context of 

their information need. Thus, the 

performance of the GIR systems in meeting 

the users’ information need would vary 

depending on the users and their expertise. 

 

Such circumstances motivate researches to 

look for an alternative to GIR systems - 

personalized information retrieval (PIR) 

systems. Unlike GIR systems, PIR systems 

would try and provide the information that 

the users need without asking for it 

implicitly. This is done through the PIR 

system’s knowledge about the users as well 

as the ability to determine the context of the 

users’ information need. Thus, the 

performance of PIR systems is less 

dependent on the expertise of the users 
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while meeting the users’ information need 

effectively and efficiently. Besides that, the IR 

system must also deal with the potential 

vocabulary problem such as homonyms and 

synonyms. 

 

For example, a user with low expertise in IR 

could produce a query with the keyword 

‘jaguar’ when he/ she as a science student is 

looking for information about the animal. A 

GIR system would return results of both the 

animal as well as the automotive 

manufacturer. In return, the user would then 

need to look through the results for the 

information that he needs. Such situation 

would not occur within a PIR system. The PIR 

system would know that the user himself is a 

science student and the context of the ‘jaguar’ 

keyword is in that of the animal and not the 

automotive manufacturer. Thus, the PIR 

system would return the suitable results for 

the users despite the ambiguous query given 

by the user. 

 

To do so, the PIR system must have 

knowledge about the users – data about the 

users collected and inferred into information 

stored via the PIR system’s user profiler. The 

best source of information about the users 

would come explicitly from the users 

themselves but studies found that users are 

unwilling to provide information about 

themselves. Thus, implicit collection of user 

data is the choice of most PIR systems and to 

do so, the PIR system must have reliable 

sources of user information. This has been a 

concern in various researches and with the 

advent of web 2.0; PIR systems have a 

credible alternative source of user 

information. The interaction between users 

and web 2.0 systems would provide valuable 

information about the users to be used in the 

web2PIR’s user profiling. 

 

In this paper, we introduce the 

personalization of IR systems over generic 

systems to meet the information need of the 

users in section 2. We then continue on the 

addition of web 2.0 systems into PIR systems 

and how web 2.0 could improve user 

proDiling in section 3 and 4. The paper 

focuses on the folksonomy component of 

web 2.0 systems. Our study into this topic is 

supported by a case study into the Delicious 

social bookmarking system where we 

showcase the existence of temporal 

properties for folksonomy (section 3.3). The 

temporal aspect of folksonomy is often 

neglected by past researchers and we look 

into the information potential from such 

elements. We summarize our findings and 

some applications for the improved user 

proDiling in section 5. 

 

Personalized Information Retrieval (PIR) 

 

Most of the information retrieval (IR) 

systems of the current age such as search 

engines (Yahoo!, Google etc.) are generic 

(GIR) – for a given query or request, the same 

results would be returned regardless of the 

context or users’ interest. An example would 

be the jaguar analogy given above in the 

introduction. While the results may change 

overtime according to the algorithm, the 

results returned are often generic of various 

contexts. There is no doubt that GIR systems 

are successful over the years in meeting the 

information need of the users. The efficiency 

of GIR systems is however decreasing with 

the increasing amount of information and 

resources on the web. The diversity of such 

resources together with the associated 

vocabulary problem in natural language 

processing (NLP) would require the users to 

formulate suitable queries to meet their 

information need. Search query is usually an 

approximation of the user’s information need 

due to ambiguity (vocabulary problem), 

mismatches as well as being dependent on 

the user’s vocabulary and knowledge (Wang 

and Davison, 2008). Thus, a personalized 

information retrieval (PIR) system is 

proposed as the solution. While users are 

accustomed to GIR, it is found that more than 

80% of users would prefer to receive such 

personalized results over generic ones (Lee 

et al., 2005). 

 

The objective of PIR systems is to provide 

users with the information that they want or 

need without asking them explicitly 
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(Mulvenna et al., 2000). Past researchers 

have conducted studies into this and found 

PIR systems to outperform GIR systems 

various approaches: - 

 

- Re-ranking of results (Daoud et al., 2009, 

Haveliwala, 2002) 

 

- Recommendation of information 

(Mobasher et al., 2000, Forsati et al., 2009)  

 

- Query enhancement/ reformulation/ 

recommendation (Liu et al., 2004, Sieg et 

al., 2004) 

 

Traditional PIR systems as stated above rely 

on direct user interaction to learn about the 

users such as the resources which are 

viewed, saved, bookmarked and bookmarked 

by the users especially on the client side. 

Thus, the PIR system would need to process 

these resources for to infer the interest of the 

users. Such resources lack valuable metadata 

as they are only stated by the authors and 

thus would require classification of the 

resources and the content itself to infer the 

interest of the users for user profiling. Due to 

the dynamic nature of web resources, 

classification of such resources is often 

complex with low precision. Such scenario 

motivates the research into an alternative 

source for user information with reliable 

information and easy processing for user 

profiling – web 2.0. The improvement in user 

profiling would directly impact the 

performance of PIR systems. 

The Web 2.0 Approach 

 

The web 2.0 is the next generation of the 

World Wide Web (WWW). It is an interactive 

platform for information sharing and 

collaboration centered on the users known as 

user generated content and not limited to the 

authors as the generation before. Web 2.0 

platforms include Wikipedia, social tagging 

(Folksonomy), blogs and social networks. 

Information on web 2.0 is constantly updated 

at a high rate with the interaction of users. 

Researchers in their studies discover and 

acknowledge web 2.0 platforms as a valuable 

source of information and their potential to 

be used within information systems (Marlow 

et al., 2006) especially in user profiling. 

 

User Profiling with Folksonomy 

 

Collaborative tagging system or otherwise 

known as a folksonomy system is a system 

which allows the users and web communities 

to attach terms, keywords, tags or 

annotations to shared resources (Golder and 

Huberman, 2005). Such attachments are 

short/ brief descriptions which sum up the 

associated resources (Marlow et al., 2006, 

Heymann et al., 2008) and help to classify as 

well as organize resources (Wal, 2005) 

within their platform. Such addition to 

resources on the WWW would enhance the 

metadata of resources which are beneficial to 

information systems (IS). 
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Fig 1. The Folksonomy Model 

 

The basic folksonomy model is built from the 

3 main elements: the users of folksonomy 

systems, the resources on folksonomy 

systems and the annotations/ tags which are 

used by the users to describe/ organize 

folksonomy resources (see Digure 1). Thus, 

the model could be viewed as a tripartite 

graph with the 3 elements with annotations 

connecting the users with resources (Mika, 

2005, Marlow et al., 2006). 

 

Folksonomy Annotations 

 

In general, studies found that the usage of 

annotations is varied but highly popular, 

frequent and stable (Golder and Huberman, 

2005). Among the known usage of 

annotations include: - 

 

- The classification of resource type and is 

directly used for the personal organization 

of resources. Classification using 

annotations were found to successfully 

replace the use of traditional 

categorization of classes such as ODP (Xu 

et al., 2008) for PIR due to their dynamic 

nature and larger coverage. 

 

- Self noting of the users on their perception 

or rather a personal metadata about the 

resources (including quality) 

Studies found high overlapping of terms 

between expert reviews and annotations - 

73.01% term overlapping between the 

content of expert reviews with tags of music 

resources (Last.FM) (Bischoff et al., 2008). 

The same observation is made for other 

resource formats such as the bookmarked 

webpages of Delicious. Annotations are 

found to have a high overlapping of terms 

with both the title and content of resources 

(Heymann et al., 2008). We could conclude 

that annotations are highly beneficial in 

describing the resource while providing 

additional evidence of resource popularity 

(Amitay et al., 2009). 

 

Annotations could be used directly as queries 

due to their high overlapping with queries 

(Bischoff et al., 2008, Amitay et al., 2009). 

Beside the semantic meanings which 

annotations carry, annotations are also found 

to be a potential measure of the popularity of 

resources as a form of rating/ voting for 

tagged resources (Liang et al., 2008). As 

annotations are assigned by the users, it 

could reflect the interest of the users more 

accurately especially in semantics (Han et al., 

2010).  

 

Thus, social annotations provide accurate 

information about the users to be used for 
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user profiling especially when the 

annotations are assigned by the users 

themselves. There is no need for much extra 

processing of annotations as they are usually 

short and precise unlike full text methods. 

Thus, user profiling using annotations are 

effective and efficient. 

 

Resource Annotations 

 
Traditional PIR systems perform user 

profiling based on the annotations used by 

the users directly (Ha et al., 2007, Diederich 

and Iofciu, 2006) known as ‘user annotations’ 

(UA) and not the other annotations which are 

associated with the related resources, the 

‘resource annotations’ (RA). This is a concept 

explored by the authors who observed that 

resources could be used to indicate the 

interest of the users as users do not only use 

the annotations which they assigned but also 

the other annotations of the assigned 

resources (Cai et al., 2010). Annotation 

frequency is highly explored in the past to 

obtain the interest of the users (Noll and 

Meinel, 2007). The addition of annotations 

from related resources improves the 

performance of PIR systems as opposed to 

non-personalized methods, using only user 

annotations alone or using only resource 

annotations alone (Xu et al., 2008). This 

could be partly explained by the additional 

information (annotations) which helps the 

PIR system to establish the context and 

classification of resources. 

 
The addition of resource annotations allow 

the PIR systems to profile users who have 

interacted with those resources and not only 

users who only contributed (via user 

annotations) within folksonomy systems. 

Besides that, these resources could very well 

appear in other platforms such as social 

networks which could be interacted by other 

users and not only via folksonomy systems. 

This would allow a wider range of users to 

enjoy the benefits of personalized 

information retrieval. 

 

 

 

Relation between Annotations 
 

A tag cloud could be represented as a vector 

of annotations weighted according to the 

frequency of usage by the user (Szomszor et 

al., 2007, Noll and Meinel, 2007). The 

information provided by tag clouds (and 

their direct usage as user profile) are 

however insufficient due to the following 

reasons (Michlmayr and Cayzer, 2007): - 
 

- Tag clouds do not maintain the 

relationship between annotations which 

hold valuable semantic value and context 

in the understanding of the users and their 

interest (Milicevic et al., 2010) especially in 

dealing with the vocabulary problem 

especially synonyms and homonyms. 
 

- The popular annotations which are highly 

weighted within tag clouds are usually very 

general; thus the specificity of the user 

interest. 
 

- Does not take into account the temporal 

element associated with bookmarked 

resources and annotations. 
 

- Resources might not contain matching 

annotations with the user profile but are of 

interest to the user. Thus, tag cloud alone is 

insufficient as the user profile (but rather 

need to be used to obtain the interest of the 

user). 
 

PIR systems based upon folksonomy systems 

should always maintain the semantic relation 

between annotations. If two annotations are 

used in combination with each other (thus 

co-occur) by a certain user, there is some 

kind of semantic relationship between them 

(Michlmayr et al., 2007). The more often 

annotations are used in association with each 

other, the stronger the relationship is. Such 

relationship would make sense to the 

annotator and thus is not community driven 

which is usable by PIR systems for user 

proDiling. It is found that 92% of resources 

within Delicious are annotated with at least 2 

annotations (Michlmayr and Cayzer, 2007).  
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The relationship between the annotations 

could also be used to obtain the context of 

the annotations in obtaining the user’s 

interest. Without the relation between 

annotations, this would not be possible due 

to the vocabulary problem associated with 

terms/ keywords such as synonym (group of 

terms with the same meaning) and 

homonyms (same spelling of terms with 

different meaning). 

 

Temporal Element of Annotations 

 

Besides that, annotations do display 

temporal properties as shown within the 

adaptive approach such as the Add-A-Tag 

algorithm (Michlmayr and Cayzer, 2007). 

Within such approach, the PIR systems take 

into account the fact that bookmarks (and 

indirectly annotations) have age and thus 

signifies the changes in user interest. With 

this in mind, the user profile should be 

updated overtime. Under such approach, the 

users’ annotations could be treated as a 

continuous stream of information and thus 

sequence could be used to update the user 

profile. The user profile could be updated in 

various ways such as via the ant algorithm 

(an extension on the evaporation technique) 

where the edges would degrade overtime 

according to a certain percentage.  

 

The temporal properties of annotations are 

essential in user profiling to detect the latter 

interest of the user through newer 

combination of annotations and bookmarks 

which are currently more important to the 

user. In their user study (Michlmayr and 

Cayzer, 2007) in comparing the co-

occurrence approach with the add-a-tag 

approach, the authors found that users are 

fond of the performance of both approaches 

valuing the long term relationship between 

annotations as well as the ability of the Add-

A-Tag algorithm to adapt to recent changes. 

 

User Modeling with Folksonomy 

 

The information potential of annotations 

could be used for user profiling. The 

annotations associated with the users are 

known as the user’s personomy (Hotho et al., 

2006). In general, these are the following 

ways to obtain related annotations of the 

users according to user action in associating 

with these resources: - 

 

- Annotations added manually by the users 

to their profile. 

 

- Annotations used directly by the users. 

 

- Annotations from resources related to the 

users through users’ actions (browsing, 

viewing, saving, bookmarking, tagging, 

sharing etc). 

 

Traditionally, the simplest approach is to 

maintain the annotations in their original 

form without any processing within the user 

profile. Such approach, or otherwise known 

as the naïve approach, models the user 

profile as a weighted vector of tags/ 

annotations (Szomszor et al., 2007, Noll and 

Meinel, 2007) with the weights determined 

by the frequency of the annotation within the 

user’s personomy. The naïve approach in 

modeling the user profile is simple, fast and 

could be used to determine the suitable 

resources by comparing the cosine similarity 

of the vector between the user and the 

resource (Diederich and Iofciu, 2006). 

 

The naïve approach would be suitable for 

users with only a single interest which is 

however highly unlikely from the study in the 

distribution of annotations within the 

Delicious social bookmarking system (Au et 

al., 2008). In that study, the authors conclude 

that users of Delicious have multiple 

interests and thus proposed to obtain the 

interest of the users through clustering of 

resources into multiple annotation vectors 

and thus obtain the users’ interests as topics. 

 

Besides that, the naïve approach does not 

take into account the relationship between 

annotations (Milicevic et al., 2010); and thus 

the context of the annotation which is vital 

when dealing with the vocabulary problem 

especially synonyms and homonyms. If two 

annotations are used in combination with 
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each other (thus co-occur) by a certain user, 

there is some kind of semantic relationship 

between them (Michlmayr et al., 2007). A 

simple solution to this would be to maintain 

the user profile as multiple tag clouds (each 

from the associated resource) (Szomszor et 

al., 2007) or weighted graph (Michlmayr et 

al., 2007). The weighted graph approach has 

the advantage in terms of updating the user 

profile due to the temporal element which 

would affect the interest of the users.  

 

Temporal Effect of Folksonomy Resources 

 

Unlike traditional web resources however, 

resources within web 2.0 systems are 

enhanced overtime through the users’ 

interaction showcasing the temporal 

properties of folksonomy systems. This is 

often overlooked or unexplored by 

researchers where past researches only take 

into account the information on folksonomy 

resources only at the point of interaction. 

Any information after the point of interaction 

by the users is not taken into consideration 

for user profiling. As folksonomy resources 

exhibit temporal properties which we would 

prove via our case study, the metadata of the 

resources increases; which would provide 

valuable information about the users which 

interacted with them. Such information 

include additional annotations (might 

include temporal based information such as 

trends etc), new relations between 

annotations as well as user comments/ notes. 

This creates an information gap between the 

user’s current point of interaction 

(information up to this point is being used for 

user profiling) and subsequent interaction 

points of other users (new information added 

by the other users). As such, such 

information should be used to update the 

profile of the users as the resources are being 

updated. 

 

Case Study: Delicious 

 

Delicious is one of the most successful 

collaborative tagging systems on the WWW 

for web resources allowing users to 

bookmark web resources and organize them 

through annotations. Thus, we attempt to 

study the temporal effect of folksonomy 

systems through a case study of Delicious 

(see Digure 2 to Digure 5).  

 

These are the following hypotheses which we 

would like to assure from our case study: - 

 

- Hypothesis 1 (H1): Folksonomy resources 

do exhibit temporal properties with 

varying lifespan based upon the interaction 

of the users 

 

- Hypothesis 2 (H2): Folksonomy resources 

are enhanced overtime through users 

interaction instead of only on the first day 

where bookmarks are added and shared on 

Delicious 

 

We obtained 32401 unique bookmarks from 

our crawling of Delicious for our case study. 

From the data extracted, we found that only 

4.7% of the Delicious bookmarks have a 

lifespan of only 1 during. This exhibits the 

temporal element of folksonomy resources 

where a big majority of bookmarks on 

Delicious are still being interacted and 

updated by users over time. As stated before, 

past PIR systems would only extract the 

information at the point of interaction. Thus, 

users who interacted with the resources on 

the first day would miss out on the potential 

valuable information (to establish context 

and overcome the vocabulary problem) from 

the resources with lifespan of more than one 

day. We found that the Delicious bookmarks 

have a median of 9 days which means that 

around 50% of the bookmarks have a 

lifespan of more than 9 unique days. Our 

findings support the first hypothesis on 

folksonomy resources having temporal 

properties.  

 

To support our 2nd hypothesis, we attempt to 

show that folksonomy resources do receive 

new unique annotations (we define unique 

annotations as annotations which terms had 

not appeared in earlier days for the same 

bookmark) throughout their lifespan. We 

observe that the number of unique 

annotations decreases as the age of the 
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bookmark increases. An interesting 

observation would be on the average number 

of unique annotations (empty ones are not 

taken into consideration) where the average 

of unique annotations is pretty consistent 

between 2 to 3 annotations. This signifies 

that there are constant new annotations 

being added by the users to enhance the 

metadata of the resources overtime. There 

are bookmarks with relatively high 

maximum count of unique annotations 

throughout the days which could contain 

valuable information.  

 

This would support our hypothesis that the 

information on folksonomy resources is 

enhanced overtime and thus should be taken 

into consideration during user profiling and 

the update of user profile post user 

interaction. This is particularly evident from 

the maximum number of unique annotations 

for bookmarks in every day as there could 

potentially be valuable information which 

could be used to establish the context of the 

resources as well as to overcome the 

associated vocabulary problem. 

 

With both hypotheses supported from our 

case study, we propose the user profiler of 

PIR systems to synchronize dynamically with 

the resource profiler. Thus, new information 

within the associated resource profiles could 

be propagated to the user profiles to increase 

the precision of the user profiler. While past 

PIR systems have successfully integrated 

folksonomy into user profiling, none of them 

synchronize the updates between the user 

and the resource profile. Thus, valuable 

information on resources might not be 

included into the user profile especially for 

early user interaction. This would be the 

direction of our next research to determine 

the actual performance gain of our proposal 

with the addition of temporal elements. 
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Fig 2. Distribution of the Delicious Bookmarks According to Their Date Count 
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Fig 3. Unique Annotations Count for Delicious Bookmarks According to Days 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Maximum Number of Unique Annotations for Delicious Bookmarks 
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Fig 5. Average Unique Annotations for Delicious Bookmarks 

 

 

Potential, Impact and Application 

 

Without a doubt that the step into 

personalized information retrieval (PIR) 

systems from generic information (GIR) 

systems is able to meet the information need 

of the users better. It is seen from our 

discussion above that most of the users 

prefer PIR systems over GIR systems and the 

results from the comparison of various 

approaches confirm it. The biggest dilemma 

concerning PIR systems would be on the user 

profiling – can the PIR system understands 

the users and their information need 

correctly? What are the suitable sources of 

user information to learn about the users? 

The high adoption rate of web 2.0 systems 

proved to be a valuable source for user 

information which would improve the 

performance of PIR systems in many ways. 

 

Web 2.0 systems do not only act as an 

accurate source of user information but also 

allow user profilers to model the multi-

interest of users, establishing the interest 

context (by overcoming the vocabulary 

problem) and accounting the temporal 

changes in user interest. Unlike past PIR  

systems which would only benefit 

contributors from the user annotations, the 

addition of resource annotations would also 

benefit users which interacted with the 

resources through various platforms and not 

only folksonomy systems. The system’s 

confidence and accuracy in the 

understanding of users would further 

increase as the information about the 

resources and their metadata are enhanced 

overtime by the users of folksonomy systems. 

 

Application of Improved User Profiling 

 

The improved user proDiling through web 2.0 

systems would benefit information systems 

(IS) in many ways and not just PIR systems. 

Within the context of PIR systems, the 

systems would be able to meet the 

information need of the users given a user 

query. From the query of the users, the PIR 

system would be able to establish the context 

of the query and overcome the vocabulary 

problem such as ambiguity by cross-

referencing it with information within the 

user profile. This is held true for any 

personalized approach such as re-ranking, 

query enhancements and recommendations. 
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Within IS, the systems could make use of the 

user profile in many ways. One of such 

application is the ability to segment and 

cluster the users into interest groups using 

information from the user profile. This would 

help information systems in identifying 

suitable user/ interest groups for effective 

and efficient data mining or information 

delivery (especially for advertising). 

 

By having the user profile as well, 

information systems could provide the users 

with suitable recommendations of 

information and resources without the need 

for users to state them explicitly. Coupled 

with other user-based information such as 

the location of the user via Global Positioning 

System (GPS), weather and so forth; 

information systems could be truly 

personalized to the users in their daily life. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The addition of web 2.0 systems without a 

doubt improve the performance of user 

profilers within personalized information 

retrieval (PIR) systems which is already 

outperforming the current generation of 

generic information retrieval systems (GIR). 

The main concerns with PIR systems are the 

system’s ability to profile the users which 

would directly determine the performance of 

PIR systems. The improvement in user 

profile would allow PIR systems as well as 

other information systems (IS) to provide 

personalized services to a wide range of 

users and improving the users’ satisfaction 

through such services. 

 

As with our discussion above, web 2.0 

systems could very well enhance the user 

profiler of PIR systems in terms of accuracy, 

adapting to interest changes as well as 

modeling the user profile. Past studies have 

shown the information potential of 

folksonomy in user profiling. As seen from 

our case study of Delicious, the temporal 

elements associated with folksonomy 

systems create information gaps. This has 

not been explored in past research within 

this area. When such gaps are addressed, the 

performance of user profilers could be 

further enhanced especially for users who 

interacted with the early stages of 

folksonomy resources before additional 

information are being added.  

 

The future direction of our research is still 

focused on the user profiling aspect of PIR 

systems especially a further look into the 

information gaps from the temporal 

elements of web 2.0 systems. We believe that 

the performance of user profilers could be 

enhanced by addressing this. We also look at 

other aspects of web 2.0 systems in 

improving user profiles. One of such aspects 

would be the propagation of user 

information via social networks such as 

Facebook and Twitter. We would then 

proceed with our own PIR systems with web 

2.0 elements; benchmarking it against the 

current generation GIR and PIR systems.  
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